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Background: Acquired subglottic stenosis (SGS) most commonly results from prolonged endotracheal
intubation and is a diagnostic challenge in the intubated child. At present, no imaging modality allows
for in vivo characterization of subglottic microanatomy to identify early signs of acquired SGS while the
child remains intubated. Fourier domain optical coherence tomography (FD-OCT) is a minimally
invasive, light-based imaging modality which provides high resolution, three dimensional (3D) crosssectional images of biological tissue. We used long-range FD-OCT to image the subglottis in intubated
pediatric patients undergoing minor head and neck surgical procedures in the operating room.
Methods: A long-range FD-OCT system and rotary optical probes (1.2 mm and 0.7 mm outer diameters)
were constructed. Forty-six pediatric patients (ages 2–16 years) undergoing minor upper airway surgery
(e.g., tonsillectomy and adenoidectomy) were selected for intraoperative, trans-endotracheal tube FDOCT of the subglottis. Images were analyzed for anatomical landmarks and subepithelial histology.
Volumetric image sets were rendered into virtual 3D airway models in Mimics software.
Results: FD-OCT was performed on 46 patients (ages 2–16 years) with no complications. Gross airway
contour was visible on all 46 data sets. Twenty (43%) high-quality data sets clearly demonstrated airway
anatomy (e.g., tracheal rings, cricoid and vocal folds) and layered microanatomy of the mucosa (e.g.,
epithelium, basement membrane and lamina propria). The remaining 26 data sets were discarded due to
artifact, high signal-to-noise ratio or missing data. 3D airway models were allowed for user-controlled
manipulation and multiplanar airway slicing (e.g., sagittal, coronal) for visualization of OCT data at
multiple anatomic levels simultaneously.
Conclusions: Long-range FD-OCT produces high-resolution, 3D volumetric images of the pediatric
subglottis. This technology offers a safe and practical means for in vivo evaluation of lower airway
microanatomy in intubated pediatric patients. Ultimately, FD-OCT may be applied to serial monitoring of
the neonatal subglottis in long-term intubated infants at risk for acquired SGS.
! 2014 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Acquired subglottic stenosis (SGS) in a neonate or child is most
commonly a result of prolonged endotracheal intubation for
mechanical ventilation [1]. In these intubated patients, the
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endotracheal tube (ETT) may impose pressure and/or exert a
shearing effect against the delicate and pliable subglottic mucosa.
This may induce necrosis and trigger a wound healing cascade
which, if undiagnosed, culminates in granulation and stenosis
[2–4]. Furthermore, the cricoid is the only complete cartilaginous
ring of the pediatric airway, preventing airway expansion in the
event of subglottic injury and edema [4–6]. While the current
incidence of acquired SGS in neonatal intensive care unit (NICU)
settings is approximately 0.24–3.0% [6–8], SGS remains a
diagnostic and therapeutic challenge for otolaryngologists. Highgrade SGS often requires multi-staged surgical intervention which
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is associated with increased morbidity and risk for long-term voice
impairment or dysphonia [9,10].
At present, clinicians have limited options for diagnosing SGS.
High-resolution computed tomography (CT) has spatial resolution
up to 0.5 mm, but exposes patients to ionizing radiation [11]. Direct
laryngoscopy and rigid endoscopy remain the gold standard for
diagnosis of SGS. However, this procedure is often performed after
patients fail extubation in the ICU with clinical or radiographic
signs of SGS. By this point, mature scar tissue has often developed,
requiring endoscopic or open surgical intervention. Furthermore,
rigid endoscopy is limited to a visual assessment of the luminal
dimensions and mucosal surface of the airway, entails the use of
general anesthesia and carries risk of mucosal trauma from airway
instrumentation. Hence, there exists a need for a less invasive
imaging modality with the capability of evaluating the substructural anatomy of subglottic tissues while children are intubated.
This may help identify early signs of epithelial and subepithelial
injury secondary to the ETT and alert the otolaryngologist and
intensivist prior to the onset of fibrosis and cicatrization.
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a minimally invasive
imaging modality that couples non-ionizing near infrared light
(laser or super luminescent LED) with principles of low coherence
interferometry [12]. OCT acquires high resolution (!10 mm),
three dimensional (3D) cross-sectional images of living tissue at
video rate imaging speeds. OCT is analogous to ultrasound B-mode
imaging, however, instead of measuring acoustic echoes, OCT
measures back-reflectance of light from biological tissue (up to
2 mm penetration depth) based on optical scattering properties of
tissue structures. Previous reports have described OCT of the
neonatal and pediatric subglottis [13,14]. However, these studies
used time-domain (TD-OCT) systems which were limited by slow
imaging speeds (0.33 frames/s) and linear, two-dimensional (2D)
image acquisition methods. A derivative of conventional OCT,
known as anatomic or long-range OCT, has been shown to image
airway lumens up to 30–40 mm in diameter [15,16]; systems used
in these studies also had low imaging speeds (1–5 frames/sec).
Frequency, or ‘‘Fourier’’, domain swept source OCT (FD-OCT) is an
advanced OCT technology which exhibits higher sensitivity and
imaging speeds (25 frames/s) than TD-OCT systems, allowing for
real-time, dynamic monitoring of the airway. In 2012, Jing et al.
described in vivo high-speed long-range FD-OCT of the adult
upper airway [17]. Their system utilized a rotary endoscopic
probe which allowed 3608 scanning of the airway (axial imaging
range !15 mm) and demonstrated the capability of long-range
FD-OCT to acquire anatomic and substructural images of the
airway in a 3D volumetric format. Additional reports of swept
source anatomical OCT imaging of ex vivo (swine) airways and
pediatric airway phantoms in a volumetric format (helical
scanning) are available in the literature [18,19]. Those FD-OCT
systems consisted of a fiber-optic probe integrated with a smallbore flexible endoscope for quantification of airway lumen
geometry.
The objective of this study was to evaluate the feasibility and
methodology of long-range FD-OCT imaging of the subglottis in
intubated children undergoing minor upper airway surgery. A
controlled, operative setting with adequate personnel and
resources for airway management allowed for safe evaluation of
trans-ETT OCT imaging of the airway and simulation of bedside
OCT imaging of intubated patients. While the patients included in
this study were not at risk for acquired SGS, FD-OCT was used to
identify normal structural microanatomy within the subglottis.
This is the first report of in vivo long-range (!9 mm axial imaging
range) FD-OCT in the pediatric lower airway. This investigation is a
step towards the use of long-range FD-OCT in the NICU to acquire
volumetric images of the intubated neonatal airway. In anticipation of this future application, the current study served as a pilot to

optimize specifications of the OCT sampling probe and trans-ETT
imaging methodology.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Study design
Approval for this study was obtained from the human subjects
Institutional Review Board at the University of California Irvine
(HS# 2003-3025) and Children’s Hospital of Orange County (IRB
#1211115). We conducted a prospective clinical trial to evaluate
long-range FD-OCT of the subglottis in pediatric patients
undergoing minor upper airway surgery (e.g., tonsillectomy and
adenoidectomy). The study was temporally divided into two
phases (Phases I and II); alterations to OCT probe design, rotational
and translational speeds were made between phases. All patients
reported no history of subglottic injury or prolonged endotracheal
intubation. Patient age, weight and pertinent medical history were
recorded from the medical record.
2.2. OCT system
A long-range swept source FD-OCT system was designed and
constructed (Fig. 1A). The interferometry unit specifications are
previously described [17]. Near-infrared light is generated from a
1310 nm swept source laser (Axsun Technology, Billerica, MA, USA)
operating at 50 kHz A-line scan rate. Light is split by a 90:10 coupler
into a sample arm (biological tissue) and reference arm (mirror),
respectively. In the reference arm, an acousto-optic modulator
(AOM; Brimrose, Sparks, MD, USA) generates a frequency shift
(150 MHz) which allows for the removal of mirror terms that arise
from Fourier transform processing and utilization of the complete
coherence length of the laser. For our system, this amounts to an
increase in imaging range by a factor of 2, as compared to a standard
OCT system utilizing the same light source. The 6 dB system
sensitivity range as measured with a collimated beam in the sample
arm was reported previously to be 12.8 mm [20]. Based on unique
optical scattering properties of tissue structures, OCT signal is backreflected from the sample arm and recombined with the reference
arm to generate a reflectivity profile (A-line). Two thousand A-lines
are aligned to form a single frame, with axial resolution of
approximately 10 mm.
Two types of custom-built, flexible endoscopic OCT probes (75–
80 cm length) were constructed with outer diameters (OD) of
1.2 mm (Phase I) and 0.7 mm (Phase II). In Phase II of the study, a
slimmer probe was built to simulate trans-ETT imaging of the
neonatal subglottis. In NICU settings, endotracheal intubation is
typically conducted with uncuffed 2.5–3.5 Fr ETTs. Hence, 0.7 mm
OD probes more suitable for the luminal dimensions of neonatal
ETTs and ventilation circuits were tested.
Probes consisted of a single-mode optical fiber encased in a
stainless torque coil (Asahi Intecc; Santa Clara, CA, USA). Fibers
were coupled distally with a gradient refractive index (GRIN;
Go!Foton, Somerset, NJ, USA) lens used to focus the laser beam on a
458 gold-coated mirror which reflected the signal at a 908 angle.
The GRIN lens and mirror were enclosed in a custom designed
metal housing to protect these fragile components (Fig. 1B). The
1.2 mm OD probe had a focal length of !9 mm and a Rayleigh range
of 5.2 mm. The 0.7 mm OD probe had a focal length of !3 mm and a
Rayleigh range of 850 mm. While the reduced Rayleigh range of the
smaller probe reduces the overall imaging range, these probes
were designed to cover the majority of radial distances to tissue
surfaces encountered in the neonatal subglottic airway. The overall
sensitivity roll off with respect to depth for the FD-OCT system and
a 9 mm focal length probe is shown in Fig. 2. A 6 dB sensitivity rolloff is demonstrated at a total imaging range of 8 mm which is less
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Fig. 1. Schematic of long-range swept source FD-OCT system (A) and cross-section of the distal cap of the 0.7 mm outer diameter optical probe (B). PC = polarization controller,
BD = balance detector, Coup = coupler, AOM = acousto-optic modulator, Circ = circulator, M = mirror and GRIN = gradient refractive index.

than the system sensitivity due to the focal length and Rayleigh
range of the probe. The combined imaging range of the system
could be increased by increasing the focal length of the probe
however at the cost of a reduced lateral resolution.
Rotational scanning of the OCT probe was accomplished using
an external rotational motor (Animatics; Santa Clara, CA, USA)
coupled to a fiber optic rotary joint (Princetel Inc.; Pennington, NJ,
USA). Torque from the rotational motor was translated through the
coil to the distal probe tip. A dual-motor stage (Zaber Technologies
Inc.; Vancouver, BC, Canada) allowed for simultaneous linear
pullback of the probe along the longitudinal axis of the airway, thus

allowing for image acquisition in a helical, retrograde fashion.
Rotation and pullback speeds were customizable to adjust the
z-axis separation between adjacent 3608 frames.
2.3. OCT imaging
Non-contact FD-OCT imaging was conducted in the operating
room (OR). The OR setup, including ventilation circuit and OCT
hardware, is illustrated in Fig. 3. Patients were placed in supine
position and general anesthesia was administered with endotracheal intubation. Trans-ETT FD-OCT imaging of the lower airway

Fig. 2. Sensitivity decay of combined FD-OCT system and optical probe (9 mm focal length).
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Fig. 3. Intraoperative FD-OCT of the pediatric airway. A 0.7 mm OD OCT probe (75–80 cm length) is connected to a combined rotational motor and dual-motor stage for linear
pullback. The probe, housed in a transparent fluorinated ethylenepropylene (FEP) sheath, is inserted through a Y-connector and advanced inside the endotracheal tube. The
combined motors simultaneously rotate and retract the probe through the upper airway as OCT signal is reflected at 908 into the tissue. ETT = endotracheal tube.

was conducted before starting the planned surgical procedure.
Standard mechanical ventilation settings, sedative and analgesic
medications were maintained during FD-OCT imaging. Probe
rotation and pullback, data acquisition and real-time image display
were controlled by Windows-based software.
The ETT was copiously suctioned by the anesthesiologist to
clear airway secretions. OCT probes were encased in a transparent
and sterilized fluorinated ethylenepropylene (FEP) sheath (Zeus
Inc.; Orangeburg, SC, USA). Sheaths were distally-sealed with
ultraviolet (UV) glue (early Phase I) or heat-sealed with a butane
lighter (late Phase I, Phase II). In the first six cases of Phase I,
ventilation was temporarily interrupted to insert a pediatric
flexible laryngoscope along with the sheath (housing the OCT
probe) through the ETT. In these cases, we consistently visualized
the distal ETT tip in the proximal trachea, the desired starting
point for imaging. Hereafter, to minimize ventilation disruption
and general anesthesia time, endoscopic visualization of probe
placement was eliminated. In the subsequent 40 cases, a Bodai
double swivel connector (Tri-anim Health Services; Dublin OH,
USA) was inserted between the ETT and ventilation circuit to
create a point of entry for the OCT probe. The length of the ETT
(intra- and extra-oral) and connector was measured and added to
establish the distance to advance the sheath through the
ventilation circuit.
During Phase I (n = 31), a 1.2 mm OD probe housed in a 2.08 mm
OD sheath was used for trans-ETT imaging. The sheath was
inserted through the Bodai connector aperture (Fig. 3) and
advanced inside the ETT until the probe tip reached 5 mm
proximal to the ETT tip (per calculated distance). At all points
during the case, the FEP sheath remained within the lumen of
ventilation circuit and ETT, and did not come into direct contact
with airway tissue. The probe was rotated (25 Hz) and linearly
retracted (3.13 mm/s) within the sheath to acquire 3608 images in
a helical fashion with 125 mm separation between consecutive
frames. Image acquisition started in the proximal trachea and
terminated in the supraglottic space. The sheath was held
stationary within the ETT during probe pullback. Upon completion,
the probe was re-inserted to the distal end of the sheath to acquire
1–2 additional data sets (6–8 Gb total data).

During Phase II (n = 15), a 0.7 mm OD probe, encased in a
1.37 mm OD sheath, was inserted into the ETT in a manner identical
to Phase I. Slower rotational speed (12.5 Hz) and linear translation
speed (1.56 mm/s) were used to minimize mechanical stress on the
smaller and more delicate probe. Phase II volumetric data had
125 mm separation between consecutive 3608 frames. Two to three
total data sets per patient were acquired in this fashion.
The time to acquire one set of OCT images from the
laryngotracheal complex was approximately 20–30 s. Overall
procedural time including equipment setup and data acquisition
was between 3 and 4 min. Following image acquisition, the probe
and sheath were withdrawn from the airway and the planned
surgical procedure was started.
2.4. Data analysis
Continuous helical scanning of the airway generated 300–600
3608 raw images (BMP file format; 2000 " 2048 pixels) in
Cartesian coordinates. Offline data analysis included frame-byframe examination of OCT data within a graphic viewer (IrfanView; Irfan Skiljan, Austria). To identify airway anatomy, OCT data
were first converted from Cartesian to polar coordinates using
software coded in MATLAB (MathWorks; Natick, MA, USA). This
rendered the data into an anatomic (axial) configuration for ease of
visualization and analysis. Data were first inspected for signal
strength, optical penetration depth, noise levels and image
distortion. Data sets with easily recognizable tissue contours
and anatomical structures were analyzed for mucosal microanatomy. Airway levels were identified based on distinct topographical
characteristics and locations of anatomical structures (e.g.,
cartilage and vocal folds). Subglottic mucosal microstructure
(e.g., epithelium, basement membrane and lamina propria) was
identified based on differences in greyscale intensity, correlating to
unique optical properties of each tissue layer.
2.5. 3D airway modeling
Detailed description of image post-processing and 3D reconstruction of laryngotracheal airway models is described previously
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[21]. Post-processing of raw OCT image stacks was conducted in
IrfanView, MATLAB and Amira (FEI Visualization Science Group;
Burlington, MA, USA). Major steps included: (1) frame height
correction to portray correct airway diameter, (2) image conversion from Cartesian to polar coordinates, (3) frameshift alignment and (4) image downsizing. Frameshift alignment involved
correction for spatial shifting between consecutive 3608 frames,
caused by movement of the probe tip during high-speed rotation
within the sheath. Processed images were imported into Mimics
(Materialise; Leuven, Belgium) for 3D rendering. User-defined
spatial filters delineated airway mucosa from cartilage, excess
noise, artifact or hardware (e.g., sheath, ETT). Processed 2D images
in polar coordinates were stacked and rendered into 3D airway
models. Within Mimics, user-controlled slicing of the 3D airway in
axial, sagittal or coronal orientations allowed for cross-sectional
visualization of OCT data at multiple anatomic levels.

3. Results
Intraoperative long-range FD-OCT was performed in 46 subjects
(ages 2–16 years, mean weight 25.2 kg). Phase I included 31 cases
and Phase II included 15 cases. Nineteen patients were male and
26 were female. All 46 cases were performed to completion,
without any adverse physiologic events. In all cases, mechanical
ventilation was not interrupted and there were no episodes of
oxygen desaturation during the OCT portion of the case.
3.1. OCT data
All 46 data sets demonstrated the gross contour of the
laryngotracheal complex. Twenty of 46 (43%) cases yielded
high-quality OCT images which clearly depicted tissue planes
within the mucosa including epithelium, basement membrane
and lamina propria. Structural features such as perichondrium,
cartilage, vocal folds and laryngeal ventricles were also identified,
which aided in defining airway levels (e.g., larynx, subglottis and
trachea) within the image stack. Twenty-six data sets were
discarded due to unfavorable signal:noise ratio, inadequate
optical penetration depth, or segments of grossly distorted or
missing data. All patients included in this study had no history of
subglottic disease or prolonged endotracheal intubation. Therefore, all OCT data sets and digital 3D airway models acquired in
this study demonstrated normal microanatomy of the subglottic
airway.
As light propagates through tissue, photons are absorbed,
scattered or backscattered depending on the unique optical
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properties (e.g., scattering, absorption and anisotropy) of tissue
elements. Within a reflectivity profile, turbid media (e.g., biological
tissue) is represented as a heterogeneous configuration of greyscale intensities. Media with low turbidity (e.g., water or the lumen
of a gland) cause zero to minimal backscattering of light, and
appear as dark pixels. Dense, highly scattering tissue such as
cartilage surface or gastric secretions reflects signal at higher
intensities, and appears as near-white or white pixels.
Fig. 4 shows a representative OCT image of a pediatric
(age = 7 years) trachea acquired during Phase I (1.2 mm probe).
When visualized in polar coordinates (Fig. 4A), the classic ‘‘D’’
shaped cross-sectional contour of the trachea is noted. Subepithelial structures, defined by the unique greyscale intensities of
each mucosal layer, are more easily visualized when data are
represented in Cartesian coordinates (Fig. 4B). The bright lines
present in the images are artifacts, which arise from saturation of
the photodetector due to large specular reflections off the
protective sheath either at a particular bend angle or from accrued
moisture on the sheath surface. An OCT image of the subglottis
from the same patient is shown in Fig. 5. This set of images shows
the ovoid cross-sectional contour of the subglottis (Fig. 5A).
Compared to tracheal mucosa, the subglottis OCT image depicts a
marginally thicker lamina propria layer (Fig. 5B).
Matched polar and Cartesian images of the subglottis of a 2 year
old patient are shown in Fig. 6. In this Phase II case, the 0.7 mm
probe produced less axial noise than the previously described
examples. However, hysteresis followed by recoil of the probe
during high-speed rotation resulted in artificial stretching of a
segment of A-lines (white box). This example demonstrates how
the slightest convolution of the coil during rotation translates to
image distortion of far greater magnitude. High-quality images
from Phase I (1.2 mm probe) and Phase II (0.7 mm probe) had no
noticeable difference in overall signal strength, noise levels or
degree of artifact.
3.2. 3D airway modeling
3D airway models were constructed in Mimics as a cylindrical
tube with OCT pixels (segmented mucosa) constituting the airway
wall. Fig. 7 shows sagittal, oblique and superior views of a 3D
airway model reconstructed from data acquired from a 6 year old
patient. In Fig. 8, sagittal, coronal and axial cross-sectional views of
the same 3D model are shown. These representations are a result of
user-controlled slicing of the 3D model to visualize OCT data along
the full length of the laryngotracheal complex. Cross-sectional
views of the airway depict the normal layered microanatomy of the
subglottis in 3D.

Fig. 4. OCT image of pediatric trachea, represented in polar coordinates (A) and cropped segment of Cartesian coordinates (B). A = anterior, T = tracheal cartilage,
E = epithelium, BM = basement membrane, LP = lamina propria; double arrow = probe sheath and single arrows = endotracheal tube inner/outer wall. Bar = 500 mm.
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Fig. 5. OCT image of pediatric subglottis, represented in polar coordinates (A) and cropped segment of Cartesian coordinates (B). A = anterior, C = cricoid cartilage,
E = epithelium, BM = basement membrane, LP = lamina propria, PC = perichondrium; double arrow = probe sheath and single arrows = endotracheal tube inner/outer wall.
Bar = 500 mm.

4. Discussion
This is the first report of in vivo long-range FD-OCT of the
pediatric subglottis. The high-speed, helical imaging mechanism of
our FD-OCT probe yielded 3D anatomical and structural images of
the pediatric subglottis. Hereby, we are also the first to
demonstrate OCT-based 3D digital reconstruction of the pediatric
laryngotracheal airway. The technology and methods described
here are a major step towards our long-term goal of applying longrange FD-OCT to monitor the intubated neonatal airway. We aimed
to identify potential obstacles with bedside imaging in a NICU
setting and refine our technology platform to improve the
consistency of image quality.
The OCT technique described in this study allows for non-contact
imaging of the laryngotracheal airway in intubated patients. This
method is minimally invasive as the patient remains intubated and
ventilated throughout the case; no additional sedative or analgesic
medications are required and there is no direct contact between the
OCT probe and airway tissue. In a pediatric ICU or NICU setting, no
manipulation or repositioning of the patient would be necessary
given that the access point (Bodai connector) of the OCT probe is
external to the patient’s body (Fig. 3). FD-OCT offers major
advantages over current modes of in vivo airway imaging including
fly-through CT bronchoscopy (radiation risk, limited resolution) or
rigid endoscopy (general anesthesia, need for extubation). OCT
advantages include: (1) high-resolution imaging (!10 mm) which
delineates subepithelial microanatomy, (2) the potential for early
diagnosis of occult subglottic histopathology prior to the onset of
mature scar formation and airway-compromising stenosis, (3)
imaging depth up to 2 mm, as opposed to endoscopic surface views

of the mucosa offered by bronchoscopy and (4) trans-ETT imaging,
which precludes the need for temporary extubation and operative
endoscopy, a contact or near-contact diagnostic procedure which
may cause mucosal abrasion.
4.1. OCT images and 3D models
While OCT images from all 46 cases depicted the contour of the
airway wall, only 20 (43%) image sets clearly delineated the
layered, subepithelial microanatomy of the subglottis. Data quality
on the remaining 26 data sets was compromised by noise, abstract
and/or limited optical penetration depth. Therefore, imaging yield
was highly dependent on the clarity and strength of OCT signal
from the probe. Given the microscopic scale and precision involved
in optical probe fabrication, we experienced variability in signal
quality and noise levels. Furthermore, during high-speed rotation
of the probe within the sheath, wavering of the distal probe tip and
friction between the coil and sheath leads to shifting and stretching
of the data, respectively. Additionally, any airway secretions which
remained within the ETT after suctioning were added to signal
interference.
We noted no major differences in image quality between Phase
I and Phase II data. However, the 0.7 mm probes (Phase II) were
constructed using a smaller gauge fiber, GRIN lens and mirror,
causing these probes to lose signal quality more rapidly or break
more frequently with repeat usage. Hence, the yield for highquality data was slightly lower in the beginning of Phase II. To
increase the longevity of the 0.7 mm probes, we reduced the
rotational speed to moderate the torque and mechanical stress
applied to the probe. Of note, internal misalignment or damage of

Fig. 6. OCT image of pediatric subglottis, represented in polar coordinates (A) and cropped segment of Cartesian coordinates (B). A = anterior, C = cricoid cartilage,
BM = basement membrane, LP = lamina propria; box = segment of stretched data (probe rotational hysteresis), double arrow = sheath and single arrows = endotracheal tube
inner/outer wall. Bar = 500 mm.
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Fig. 7. 3D model of pediatric lower airway created in Mimics software platform, shown in sagittal (A), oblique (B) and superior (C) orientations. L = larynx, SG = subglottis and
T = trachea.

the probe optical assembly (e.g., fiber, grin lens and mirror) was
always sustained within the confines of the torque coil or metal
housing. Because probes were maintained in distally-sealed
protective sheaths, it is impossible for optical elements to
disengage into the airway and hence, probe damage did not pose
risk to patients.
Within Mimics, 3D airway models allowed for user-controlled
slicing and examination of the airway mucosa. While airway
renderings were based on normal airway anatomy in the current
study, visualization of the layered microanatomy in 3D (Fig. 8)
confers the ability to evaluate substructural irregularities correlating with injury at multiple airway levels simultaneously. In
airways with subglottic scar tissue secondary to long-term
endotracheal intubation, we believe 3D models would allow
clinicians to spatially and precisely identify the location and length
of these pathological changes.
The data obtained in this study demonstrate promise for
quantitative image analysis and future clinical applications.
Identification of subglottic histopathology secondary to endotracheal intubation has been demonstrated from OCT data previously
[14]. Pathologic changes such as glandular dilatation, edema or
fibrosis were distinguished from normal tissue based on focal
disparities in grey-scale intensity. Digital analysis of the intensity
or ‘‘texture’’ properties within such regions of fibrosis may
provide a quantitative metric for diagnosing the extent or type of
scar tissue. Furthermore, digital segmentation and depth measurement of select tissues such as the entire mucosa, individual
substructural layers (e.g., lamina propria) or a segment of scar
tissue can be accomplished using the ETT wall as a measurement
reference within the OCT frame. Morphometric analysis of the
depth of scar tissue may provide valuable objective data in
planning surgical intervention (e.g., slide tracheoplasty vs.
tracheal resection). Lastly, 3D airway renderings can potentially
identify the length, radial distribution and location (relative to
vocal folds) of scar tissue to further assist the otolaryngologist in
planning surgical therapy (e.g., cricotracheal resection vs.
laryngotracheal resection) and formulating an individualized
treatment plan. We plan to evaluate all aforementioned image

analysis methods in future studies of intubated neonatal and
pediatric patients at risk of developing SGS.
4.2. Procedural refinement
The controlled environment of the OR was an ideal setting to
define challenges and fine-tune our methodology while ensuring
patient safety. As the otolaryngology team conducted OCT imaging,
the anesthesiologist and OR nurses were present at bedside to
assist in airway management. Synergy and clear communication
amongst the entire team ensured that everyone understood the
procedure and potential risks (e.g., oxygen desaturation, apnea and
airway compromise) and could vocalize if the child was not
ventilating adequately at any point during the case. This is
especially critical in a NICU setting, considering the decreased
pulmonary reserve of the neonate and smaller caliber ETTs and
ventilation circuits used in NICUs.
At the completion of one case, we noted that the distal seal of
the sheath had broken, extricating a piece of UV glue into the
pulmonary tree. While this did not cause any adverse physiologic
event, such a foreign body has potential to cause desaturation or
trigger an apneic episode in the pre-term or term neonate. From
this point forward (remainder of Phase I and Phase II), all sheaths
were heat-sealed to ensure that there were no loose parts in our
sampling arm.
Suctioning of the ETT was performed before and, if necessary,
between imaging sets to minimize signal interference. Despite these
efforts, early in our study, airway secretions sporadically entered the
lumen of the sheath through minute fissures in the sealed distal end.
This resulted in blockage of the OCT signal and, in rare cases,
permanent damage to the probe. Thereafter, we tested the integrity
of the seal for air leaks underwater and thus increased the longevity
of our probes. We also learned to prevent sheath kinks and to
minimize the curvature of the probe outside the ventilation circuit
(between the rotational motor and Bodai connector) to allow
unrestricted, high-speed rotation of the coil. If overlooked, these
details had considerable effect on image quality, as the slightest
hysteresis in probe rotation causes perceptible distortion of A-lines.

Fig. 8. Cross-sectional views of 3D model of pediatric airway, shown in sagittal (A), coronal (B) and axial (C) orientations. L = larynx, SG = subglottis and T = trachea.
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4.3. Limitations
While OCT-based volumetric and mucosal thickness measurements may be possible, the gold standards of CT and histology
were not used as validation measures. However, numerous studies
have compared anatomic OCT of the airway with CT to underscore
the diagnostic sensitivity of OCT for volumetric imaging of the
airway [17,22,23]. Lin et al. reported in vivo FD-OCT of the rabbit
subglottis following brush injury to airway epithelium, followed
by histologic section [24]. Their study demonstrated the diagnostic
sensitivity of FD-OCT in identifying and characterizing tissue
planes within the subglottic mucosa. Additional studies comparing
OCT and histology demonstrate the validity of OCT-based
measurements of airway mucosal thickness in animal models
[25,26] and human tissue [27].
4.4. Future steps
A variety of animal models of subglottic stenosis exist, of which a
select cohort is listed here [28–32]. However, there are few reports of
in vivo OCT of subglottic stenosis models with comparative
histologic analysis [24]. Further validation of OCT with comparative
histology is warranted to evaluate OCT-based characterization of
ETT injury and morphometric change within subglottic mucosa. As
we progress towards using long-range FD-OCT to image the neonatal
subglottis, a number of steps can be taken to improve image quality
and efficiency of data analysis. As signal strength is fundamental to
generating high-quality images, adopting a standardized probe
fabrication protocol would improve image consistency and minimize loss of data. Currently in development by our group, algorithms
for automated tissue surface recognition, segmentation and morphometric analysis (mucosal thickness and airway cross-sectional
area) would allow efficient computation of gigabytes of data and
readily provide clinicians with information on the dimensions and
mucosal state of the subglottis. In future NICU-based OCT trials, we
aim to serially image intubated neonates and use OCT data to
evaluate for changes in lamina propria thickness (secondary to
edema or scarring) with prolonged intubation. Lastly, our group is
currently developing algorithms to analyze tissue texture properties. We hope quantitative texture analysis based on patterns in OCT
image pixels would ultimately differentiate between normal lamina
propria, edematous tissue and fibrosis.
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